
The ICS Chairman’s Report– October 2011   
    
Meetings since Last Executive Committee Meeting: 
October 5, 2011 - Regular ICS meeting 
 
SUMMARY 
Major topics discussed include: 
 
1.  2012/13 IRM Study  
NYISO is performing sensitivity tests based on the preliminary IRM/LCR curve results discussed at the 
September EC meeting.  11 of 18 tests sensitivity cases approved by the Executive Committee have been 
completed and results generally showing an increase consistent with the preliminary IRM result.  NYISO 
reported it is pursuing parallel approaches for the development of the EFORd transition rates sensitivity 
consistent with the APMD methodology. NYISO reported the set up for this particular sensitivity has 
proved more technically challenging than first understood. 
 
LFTF Load Forecast – The LFTF presented the October load forecast update to the ICS for use in the 
development of “final” IRM/LCR curve.  The 2011 summer peak experience when normalized for 
weather was within about 70 MW of forecasted value.  Based on revised regional growth factor forecasts 
from the individual TO’s the system is anticipated to grow at approximately 1% resulting in a revised 
2012 forecast of  33, 335 MW .  This is slightly higher than the previous Gold book forecast of 33,182 
MW. 
 
GE/TO Quality Assurance Data Review -  The NYISO released encrypted binary MARS files (which 
masked confidential input assumptions) to the Transmission Owners.  NYISO obtained comments from 
General Electric and the Transmission owners and a conference call has been scheduled  for October 12, 
2011 to discuss NYISO’s response . 
 
ICS also initiated drafting of main body and appendices of the 2012 IRM report. 

 
2. SCR Analysis  
ICS discussed NYISO feedback on its March 1 request for SCR data to support IRM analysis.  ICS had 
requested the NYISO provide performance information on the SCR performance during tests and hours of 
SCR events for both CBL and the  new ACL capacity accreditation methodology.  ICS also question 
EDPR current deration factors given recent actual  performance history (albeit based on a  very limited 
sampling of data).  ICS  further discussed development of a draft reliability rule which requires 
performance information be collected to establish the accuracy of reliability models for SCR resources.   
The draft rule was consistent with existing measurement GM-4 and required the NYISO to report on the 
collection of demand side data.   
 
In response  the NYISO indicated it is already collects data requested by the ICS for SCR suppliers that 
request energy payments. Given the majority of SCR suppliers request energy payments and this 
information is readily available, ICS agreed to hold off on issuance of a detailed rule until it could review 
a sample to make a determination on the veracity of NYISO proposal.  NYISO agreed to provide this 
information at the November ICS meeting.  There was ICS agreement about the need to move forward 
with a general rule requiring NYISO to provide such information for demand side resources in the future. 
 



3.  New Capacity Zones – Dave Lawrence of NYISO presented ICS information regarding the new FERC 
approved process for creating new capacity zones .   The process requires the methodology be based on 
“as found” system conditions  and be performed coincident with the demand curve reset (every 3 years) ~ 
year 2014 or before.  NYISO has a project in 2012 to rewrite auction software to reflect design of new 
capacity zones.  NYISO indicated  determination of new capacity zones will be consistent with IRM/LCR 
Tan45 calculation and NYISO committed to continued discussion with NYSRC regarding implementation 
of new capacity zones 
 
 
 
 
 


